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Infinity is ‘Dealing Up a Good Time’ at IBEX 2018 
 
 

Dalton, GA: Infinity Woven Products LLC, the first to market woven vinyl in the recreational 
marine industry, is returning to  IBEX 2018, the largest marine industry trade event in North 
America. Infinity will be introducing new technologies, patterns, and colors all while ‘dealing up 
a good time’. 
 
Infinity is excited to have not only a booth at the show, but a few tricks up their sleeve.  They 
are planning to implement exciting games and activities to help fight “floor fatigue” at this 
year’s trade show. This includes a Poker Run exclusive to boatbuilders. Boatbuilders who play 
will collect five cards and one lucky winner will receive a once in a lifetime prize, an 
ALL-INCLUSIVE trip to the Porsche Experience Atlanta, including Airfare, Hotel and Porsche 
Experience. Boatbuilders are encouraged to register at http://info.infinitylwv.com/high-stakes/ 
to initiate the game. Each player's first card will be delivered to their hotel room; the remaining 
cards will be obtained at the show. Each participant will turn in a sealed envelope with their five 
cards at high noon on October 4, 2018 at Infinity’s booth 413 on the 3rd floor. Players are then 
encouraged to join Infinity as they open the received envelopes together and find out the 
winner! If two or more have the same hand, a high card challenge will be done to determine 
the winner.  
 
In addition to the Poker Run, Infinity will also be introducing dynamic advances and new 
developments in their flooring technology. As the industry leader in woven flooring, Infinity has 
become synonymous with revolutionary designs, colorations, and yarn technologies to provide 
builders more ways to sell boats and show off their brand style.  “This is our fifth year at IBEX. 
We value the time we get to spend visiting with our customers and discovering new 
partnerships. We felt we’d kick it up a notch this year through new technological advances, as 
well as some games, so prepare to be amazed,” says Warren McCrickard, VP of Corporate Sales 
at Infinity, “we will have something to appease all your senses, guaranteed.”  
 
To register for this event, visit  https://info.infinitylwv.com/high-stakes/ . If players are unable 
to claim the prize due to company policy, it can be donated on his or her behalf to a charitable 
cause. For additional questions/ information, call Infinity at 706-529-2241 or visit their website 
at www.infinitylwv.com.  
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